
 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 541: if before 

  

“Aristocrats of the Imperial Palace, or nobles of the Imperial Palace?” 

 

Sonia raised her eyebrows slightly, showing some disdain: “The second young master of the dignified 

Fusluoda, actually reduced to being a middleman?” 

 

It is a matter of course for a sanctuary magician to be knighted, but unless the magician itself is a 

nobleman of the palace, it is a noble system of the guard palace. 

 

There is only one situation for a sanctuary magician who is not from a close palace aristocrat, but has 

been awarded a close palace knighthood – a holy place magician marries a close palace noble, and the 

close palace aristocrat transfers the title to the sorcerer. 

 

If the nobility in the imperial palace has not cultivated elite magicians for many years, and the title is in 

danger of being ‘adjusted’ by the aristocracy, their only solution is to win over a sanctuary magician. So 

Felix asked her which title to choose, and Sonia’s first reaction was that Felix came on behalf of a fallen 

nobleman and wanted to marry her. 

 

But it’s not that Felix doesn’t know who she is. When Felix proposed a fake marriage as a reward, the 

village girl could refuse it. Now that she is famous, how could she agree to marry? 

 

“You misunderstood, I didn’t want you to inherit the names of those declining noble families.” Felix 

shook his head: “You don’t need to marry into a wealthy family now, you will be a wealthy family sooner 

or later.” 

 

“But sanctuary magicians can indeed get the title of near palace directly, but most sanctuary magicians 

have refused. If you don’t believe it, you can go back and ask Professor Trozan…” 



 

Sonia was stunned: “But Sister Trozan is only a bow lord. If she can become a nobleman in the palace, 

why would she refuse?” 

 

University professors belong to the cadres of the Education Institute, and their salaries are shared by the 

University and the Education Institute, and naturally they are also in the system of political judges. 

Ordinary two-wing professors are gun lords, three-wing professors are bow lords, and only the vice-

principal and the principal are armor lords. 

 

Sister Trozan… Felix raised his eyebrows when he heard this title, and continued: “Except for the lowest 

swordsman, all high-ranked nobility must receive the blessings of the stars, you know?” 

 

Sonia nodded. 

 

It is precisely because of the existence of the blessings of the stars that the nobles who are in charge of 

the legislative and executive powers cannot violate the law and practice favoritism. They must be 

dedicated to the public and strive to build a starry society. 

 

Nobles have more rights, but also have more obligations. 

 

Sonia used to have an average perception of the aristocratic system, but she was afraid of comparison in 

everything. After hearing about the current situation of the Blood Moon society from the viewers, 

Sonia’s recognition of the star system increased sharply. 

 

After all, although the star kingdom has severe class barriers, the society is stable and harmonious. Even 

if ordinary people cannot get rich and rich, there is no problem in living comfortably. For example, the 

short-sighted townspeople in her hometown, even if they have never been to Gala World in their entire 

lives, will not prevent them from going home to watch the light curtain after working every day, and 

living an ordinary life ignorantly and happily. 

 

Compared with all the orphans, blood moon trials, and family disintegration in the blood moon 

kingdom, the starry aristocracy is simply not worth mentioning, not to mention that the aristocratic 

system has always operated efficiently and excellently, and the society has developed steadily. 

 



“Like nobility, the blessing of the stars is also graded.” Felix said: “The ‘stars’ of the blessings of the stars 

not only describe the nobles as the stars of the country, but also directly point out the essence of the 

blessing – the blessing of the stars, yes Depends on the stars to keep it going.” 

 

“For example, the Shield Lord needs one star for continuous blessing, the Spear Lord has two, the Bow 

Lord has three, and the Armor Lord has four. It will make the nobles more and more loyal to the country, 

as well as enhance insight, learning ability, and delay aging.” 

 

“It is absolutely not a loss for the nobles of the Imperial Palace to upgrade their titles.” 

 

Sonia heard Felix’s subtext: “Is it a loss to become a nobleman in the palace?” 

 

Felix smiled slightly: “The blessings of the stars obtained by the lowest-ranking aristocrat ‘Viscount’ also 

have powerful blessings such as prolongation of lifespan, permanent youth, undiminished vitality, 

superior memory, insight into subtleties, and enhanced analytical ability. The lord has five stars for 

blessing, then the viscount has at least a hundred.” 

 

“Isn’t it good?” Sonia asked, “Isn’t the requirement for the nobles of the near palace not only to be loyal 

to the country?” 

 

Felix shook his head: “No, Kanmiya, like Emiya, still has only absolute loyalty to influence their will, and 

still only regards the benefit of the stars as the highest priority.” 

 

“Then why—” Sonia asked halfway, and suddenly realized something. 

 

“Have you found it?” Felix laughed: “The nobles of the imperial palace are only responsible for 

execution, which means that they are absolutely loyal, as long as they ensure that they do not make 

mistakes, are not lazy, and are not selfish. But the responsibility of the nobles of the imperial palace is to 

Propose a bill in parliament, steer the country, and lead the people!” 

 

“Now, a Senator Konnomiya with great stamina, excellent memory, and enhanced analytical skills, when 

he needs to perform his duties and come up with a reasonable motion, guess what he will do?” 

 



Sonia murmured: “Field research, analysis and research…” 

 

“The famous ‘Star Casting Lord’ Vosloda has to travel around the country of stars with his staff for half a 

year.” Felix said calmly: “Among the nobility in the immediate palace, members of different titles, all The 

level of motions that need to be proposed is also different. If a viscount member has his own team, he 

can basically complete the task for three months a year, and the difficulty increases gradually. It’s no 

surprise to be on it all year.” 

 

“So you also understand why most Sanctuary magicians refuse to become nobles of the palace.” 

 

Of course Sonia understands that, after all, Sanctuary Warlocks have to focus on the exploration of the 

virtual world, and can’t wait to spend all their time honing their skills. How could they be willing to 

spend time researching proposals? 

 

Even the village girl died to become a nobleman in the palace. She originally wanted to become a 

viscount that could be hereditary and irreplaceable in her lifetime, but she was obviously not interested 

in being a councillor. The audience heard that the responsibility of the councilor was not carried 

overnight. She runs away. 

 

“However, not all the nobles in the palace are responsible.” 

 

Seemingly frightened the village girl, Felix added: “Because they are close to the center of power, and 

the intellect of the nobility has been strengthened, they can almost easily profit from the development 

of the country, even if their chambers of commerce are similar to ordinary ones. Merchant competition 

can also take the lead every step of the way… Every aristocrat near the palace is a wealthy family passed 

down from generation to generation.” 

 

“It is precisely because they can occupy too many social resources that the nobles of the imperial palace 

have a rigid target for the number of practitioners to train. If they occupy the resources and cannot 

spend it, they will honestly become nobles of the imperial palace.” 

 

“Even if there are more benefits to the nobles of the near palace, I can’t choose.” Sonia said: “My 

journey as a magician will not stop here.” 

 



“I know,” Felix said. “So, I’m inviting you on behalf of my organization, and the chips are—” 

 

“Immune to the spiritual cues of the blessings of the stars.” 

 

Sonia was startled and asked, “Your organization… that magician mutual aid group?” 

 

“That’s right.” Felix spread his hands and said, “There is no contract, no coercion, as long as you are 

willing to join us, we will help you to be immune to the spiritual suggestion of the blessing of the stars. 

That is to say, you can enjoy the blessing of the stars, but you don’t have to get the blessing of the stars. 

‘Loyal to the Stars’ bondage.” 

 

“Even if you choose to become a noble of the near palace, it will not delay your journey as a magician, 

but you can suddenly become a wealthy family.” 

 

“Viscount Servi, what’s the name like?” 

 

Sonia was silent for a moment, and said, “If you have this ability, then the object of your wooing 

shouldn’t be me—” 

 

“You really aren’t the first person to be wooed by this chip,” Felix said. 

 

Between lightning and flint, Sonia thought of a lot. 

 

Since she is not the first, it means that there are already many nobles in this country, and the first 

priority in my heart is no longer loyal to Fanxing. So what are these people thinking— 

 

“Don’t get me wrong, we don’t want to subvert the stars.” Felix said: “We are just a group of like-

minded magicians who pursue power. The reason why we want to get rid of the shackles of the 

blessings of the stars is to hope that the path of magicians will be less hindered. And there are not many 

of us, let alone subversion, we can’t even shake the stars.” 

 

Sonia is a little strange: “If you want to get rid of the **** completely, then you can not be nobles.” 



 

“The catalog of star miracles you see now is incomplete.” Felix said: “Only nobles can read the complete 

catalog of miracles and obtain the exchange permission for the royal family’s treasure house of magic. If 

you do not become a noble, you do not accept the blessings of the stars. , Fanxing’s real high-level 

resources will not be open to you.” 

 

“I remember I asked you if you would like to become a noble after you know the secret of the blessing 

of the stars. Your answer at that time was, yes.” Felix looked at her and said, “Now you are a tri-wing 

master. , your answer still hasn’t changed?” 

 

Seeing Sonia being silent, Felix knew she was tempted. 

 

At that time, Sonia said that she was willing to be sincere, and now her hesitation is not false. 

 

Second Wing and Sanctuary are two completely different classes, the former is still the cog of society, 

but the latter has been able to dominate their own lives. 

 

Personal will, when you are a cog, can of course be easily sold; but if you can touch freedom, then you 

will subconsciously be stingy with your loyalty. 

 

However, there is no need to rush her to express her opinion. When she goes back and asks Trozan and 

learns more about the nobles, she will naturally come up with the correct answer. 

 

So Felix stood up: “I’ll leave you alone, if you’re interested, you can come to me—” 

 

“When you mentioned nobles just now,” Sonia suddenly asked, “Did you exclude the Sword Lord?” 

 

Felix was stunned for a moment, nodded and said: “Jianjue is a noble reserve and is not qualified to 

receive the blessings of the stars. Because of this, Jianjue has almost no noble authority, and his 

positions can only be ordinary guards, operators, and officers, which cannot be mastered. that power.” 

 

“That’s fine.” 



 

“That’s fine?” 

 

“I can be the Sword Lord.” Sonia said casually: “Everyone calls me Sword Princess. Don’t I match up with 

the Sword Lord? I understand your kindness, but I don’t need your help.” 

 

“Why!?” Felix immediately sat back: “Do you know what you’re talking about? Even if you’re not a close 

noble, you can’t just stay at the Sword Lord!” 

 

“Why not?” 

 

“If you want to be a professor, you must be promoted to Lord Bowman, and you must also accept the 

blessings of the stars!” 

 

“Then I don’t need to be a professor.” Sonia smiled: “I didn’t want to teach, my career is singer and 

shadow girl.” 

 

“Shadowgirls and singers are under the jurisdiction of the Cultural Institute, and they have the same 

title.” Felix said: “Important film and television programs, nationally sung albums, key investment films 

and TV dramas… Those are ordinary resources, but they are all national. For film and television 

resources, priority is given to artists with titles!” 

 

“If you stay at the level of the swordsman, then the college league is the only stage where you can make 

an appearance in the whole country!” 

 

Sonia blinked: “That’s really a pity.” 

 

“Besides that, don’t you think about your mother?” Felix said: “The Sword Lord can only extend the 

temporary residence time of his relatives in Gales to 100 days, but he still cannot live permanently, 

because the House of Lords has not been able to live forever. I didn’t plan to let people stay at the level 

of Sword Lord. As long as ordinary operators work hard, they can be promoted to Shield Lord within five 

years and have permanent family residency… If you stay at Sword Lord, you can’t pick up your mother to 

come to Galeth. !” 



 

“Thank you for your concern.” Sonia smiled: “But I discussed this with my mother a few days ago, and 

she doesn’t want to come.” 

 

“what?” 

 

“Although I have always thought about having my own business in Gales, and then taking my mother 

over to enjoy happiness, this is only my wish, not my mother’s idea.” The village girl shrugged: “She is 

different from me, She doesn’t yearn for the prosperous Galeth, nor does she hate that boring and 

remote town. I think that town is a familiar prison, and she also thinks Galeth is an unfamiliar cell.” 

 

“And since my news came back, those relatives who bully the good and fear the evil are getting better 

and better. She is very satisfied with her current life and just wants to guard our family’s land.” 

 

Felix couldn’t understand that someone would rather stay in the agricultural town than come to Galace. 

She shook her head and said, “With all due respect, your mother’s thinking is too short-sighted, but 

you—” 

 

“My mother is a village girl, and I am the village girl’s daughter.” Sonia spread her hands: “My mother 

wants to guard our family’s land, and I just want to protect everything I value, rather than risk pursuing 

those things that I shouldn’t. resources available.” 

 

“What about your career?” Felix asked. “You can shine just by taking one step forward. Are you willing 

to stay here?” 

 

Sonia blinked. 

 

“Before it was changed, maybe I already promised you.” She said, “Yes, I really want to stand on the 

stage and become the same actress and songstress as Daedalus, to be someone else’s vision, to be 

someone else’s. Childhood. All the attention, and the stars move.” 

 

“However, my life is not just about career.” 

 



Sonia closed the book, stood up and said, “Felix, what you just felt was right.” 

 

Felix asked in despair, “What?” 

 

“If it was in the past, I would definitely indulge in the beauty brought by the halo of the sanctuary 

magician, attend extravagant banquets, and enjoy everyone’s praise; if it was in the past, I would 

definitely be happy to accept your invitation and become an irresponsible person. The nobles of the 

nobles enjoy the resources that the nobles can only have; if it was in the past, what I say now must be 

false modesty and show off…” 

 

Sonia put the book in her bag, picked it up and waved goodbye. 

 

“If it was before.” 

 

…… 

 

… 

 

11pm. 

 

Sonia, who has recovered her soul, is already ready in the meditation building. 

 

Don’t be nervous, she thought. 

 

There’s nothing to be nervous about, since the viewer was able to deliver the potion to her table five 

days ago, it meant that the viewer was out of danger. Be calm later, unless the audience first expresses 

concern for her, then she can show a little hypocrisy as appropriate. 

 

don’t be nervous…don’t be nervous… 

 



As the familiar feeling spreads, the soul connects with the virtual world, and the consciousness sinks into 

the airspace. 

 

Sonia opened her eyes and found herself in a crowded street. 

 

She confirmed that she was in a “dream” in the distant airspace, but when she looked around for a 

week, her mood instantly fell into an ice cave. 

 

Surrounded by strangers. 

 

No spectators, no witches. 

 

She grasped the hilt of the sword subconsciously, suppressed the destructive desire in her heart, and 

walked quickly on the street to look around. 

 

no. 

 

no. 

 

no. UU reading www. uukanshu.com 

 

The more he looked around, the heavier the stagnant qi gathered in his chest, as if it was about to block 

his throat. Turning another street corner, seeing the street full of strangers, Sonia couldn’t go any 

further, her lips trembled, and she couldn’t help venting all her anger: 

 

“Viewer!” 

 

“exist!” 

 

Jian Ji turned to look at the back street, and saw the viewer raised his hand stupidly and looked around. 

When their eyes met, they immediately moved towards each other. 



 

Sonia was still walking at first, but it soon turned into a race walk, and finally ran straight away, knocking 

all passers-by away. The passerby who was knocked away seemed to want to express his opinion, but 

seeing that the hilt of the sword she was holding had been pulled out a little, he watched her leave with 

his eyes. 

 

As the distance got closer and closer, Sonia’s heart was quietly put down, followed by an uncontrollable 

excitement that made her almost want to rush over— 

 

“Watcher-!” 

 

Jian Ji stopped and watched the witch pounce on the viewer. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 542: I want to hold the viewer straight 

  

Although he didn’t see his teammates after entering the virtual realm, Ash was not in a hurry. 

 

After all, he has already checked all the team members in “Virtual Realm Exploration”, and more 

importantly, he has a virtual realm map, so he can check the location of his teammates. However, when 

he opened the virtual world map, his attention was immediately drawn to the new special mechanism. . 

 

Just as he was studying the mechanism, he suddenly heard someone calling him. 

 

“Viewer!” 

 

“Yes!” Yaxiu responded subconsciously, raised his hand to look around, and immediately saw the 

crimson in the crowd. 



 

When he saw her walking quickly, pursing his lips and pushing away from the crowd, and staring straight 

at himself, the leader of the cult was still a little amused—he didn’t see her for ten days, why did it look 

like he hadn’t seen him for more than ten years? Yes, I won’t disappear, I don’t need to be so excited… 

 

Although he was thinking like this, he couldn’t stop the corners of his mouth turning up, and he lowered 

his head and stroked his bangs with his fingers. All the annoyances in reality were suddenly swept away 

at this moment. 

 

Axiu walked quickly, thinking about what to say in the first sentence. Before entering the Void Realm, he 

specially consulted Igula, how to quickly close the relationship with his friends after a long absence I 

didn’t see you thinking about me?”, “How was your Meteor Tribulation”, “Hey, you’re so beautiful that I 

almost don’t recognize you”, or… But as the distance shortened, Yaxiu He found that he still couldn’t use 

the routine taught by Igula, and the inexplicably fast heartbeat seemed to squeeze his computing 

resources, so that his attention could only stay on the target in sight. 

 

When there were no passers-by between them anymore, and noticing that Jian Ji didn’t stop at all, Axiu 

subconsciously stretched out his hand to prepare to meet him. 

 

Just then- 

 

“Watcher-!” 

 

With a hurried shout, the fluffy body threw himself directly on top of him, and Ash almost fell down. 

 

When he hugged the visitor, there was a hint of surprise in his tone: “Witch?” 

 

I saw the witch wrapped around him like an octopus, holding his neck tightly with both hands, rubbing 

her head on his shoulders, her pretty face full of undisguised smiles. Although I was surprised by the 

witch’s sudden enthusiasm, the witch’s character has always been changeable, so Ash is not very 

strange. 

 

Moreover, the joy and reliance in the witch’s eyes reminded Asia of another little girl who was waiting 

for him, and her heart was as sweet as ice cream melted. 



 

“Watcher! Watcher! Watcher! Watcher!” The witch called to him like a song. 

 

“Yes, yes, I’m here.” Ash smiled: “I haven’t seen you for a few days, the witch is getting more and more 

cute.” 

 

“Yeah!” The witch rubbed his face affectionately, giggling. 

 

“You can also get off him, right?” Sonia next to him pressed the hilt of the sword and said coldly, “I 

haven’t seen you for more than ten days, so why are you so excited?” 

 

“No!” 

 

The witch’s reaction was very intense: “I won’t come down, I will always hold the viewer!” 

 

Ash and Sonia both looked at her in astonishment. Although the witch had a reason to hug the viewer, 

no matter what, it wasn’t to this extent. 

 

And the witch is squeamish and childish, but she’s not really a child, so she won’t say such playful words. 

 

The witch’s expression showed a subtle change at this time. The willful and charming quickly faded 

away. She shyly got off Yaxiu and defended: “I was too happy and a little excited just now, I’m sorry.” 

 

In Diya’s mind, the little witch Liz was being hugged by the black deacon, and then the White Queen 

pulled out the copper leather belt of the Red Dead Apostle and slapped Liz’s ass, until Liz called me 

wrong, I was wrong . 

 

Yes, it wasn’t Diya who entangled Ash just now, but Liz. 

 

Now that Diya is Her Majesty the Queen, in reality there is no need to stay with her personality, and Liz 

has been clamoring to see her father in the virtual realm, so Diya brought her into the virtual realm, and 

will ‘reunion after a long absence. Presumptuous’ opportunity to sister. 



 

But Diya also knows the importance, she must continue to ‘keep the secret’ in order to maintain the 

power of the secret incarnation. Before she completely grasps the “Gospel” of the gods, once she leaks 

the secret in front of Asher and her secret-keeping power becomes invalid, then all her personalities will 

be washed away by the grand consciousness of the “Gospel”. 

 

Therefore, Deya and Liz made a rule, not to call Dad, only to call the viewer, not to disclose their own 

situation, not to ask Igula and Harvey… Liz agreed and complied, but Deya and the others did not 

Thought, even if she couldn’t call her father, when she saw Ash, Liz still became a daughter. 

 

Although the sisters were very angry that Liz had acted coquettishly over the limit, but Diya knew that 

everyone was still very happy – even if she experienced the deception of fate, the calculation of the 

Lord, and the displacement of life, she could still hug Yaxiu together. 

 

However, they still have a problem they must face. 

 

Di Ya turned her head slightly, and met Jian Ji’s undisguised gaze, and quickly turned her head to 

pretend that nothing happened. 

 

Jian Ji. 

 

She can also meet with Yaxiu every night. She is also a team member who was discovered by Yaxiu, and 

she knew Yaxiu earlier than Deya and the others. 

 

When I was in the Time Continent before, because Jian Ji and the audience quarreled from time to time, 

Jian Ji was still talking bad about the audience in Diya’s ear, so Diya was actually not sure what their 

relationship was. After all, in her opinion, there is nothing good about the viewer, and it is better than 

Yaxiu. 

 

But after knowing that the viewer is Ash, the witch sisters’ thoughts changed 180 degrees. 

 

Because it was Yaxiu, even they liked it, how could Jian Ji not like it! 

 



Black Deacon analyzed in this way: “She pretended to be in a cold war with Yaxiu and spoke ill of Yaxiu 

to you, in fact, she wanted you to stay away from Yaxiu. She must have had a bad idea of Yaxiu very 

early, so from our entry The team started trying to prevent us from getting to know Ash.” 

 

“It’s abhorrent, if we realized earlier that the viewer is Ash, maybe…” 

 

Di Ya didn’t want to think Jian Ji so sinister, but no matter what Jian Ji thought, all the opposite **** 

who appeared beside Yaxiu were the enemies of witches! 

 

Compared with Sword Princess, they have a huge advantage – they know Yaxiu in reality! 

 

Jian Ji has never touched Yaxiu in reality! 

 

Unfortunately, due to the power of keeping the secret, Diya cannot tell the secret, so this advantage is 

also invalid. But it doesn’t matter, although it can’t be revealed that she is Lisdia, but she can also be a 

witch and fall in love with Axiu in an open and honest way! 

 

In fact, if you think about it carefully, this may not be bad, because Diya has always wanted to cut with 

Liz. After all, according to Yaxiu’s character, if he equates ‘Lisi’ with ‘Diya’, then he will most likely treat 

her directly as a family member – only a family member with affection. UU reading www. uukanshu. 

com 

 

Even if there is no “secret” thing, Diya would have to use a clean new identity to re-associate with Yaxiu. 

Now there is no need to rethink your identity, and it is more convenient to continue to use the witch 

account to fall in love with Yaxiu. 

 

When she and Yaxiu establish a new relationship, Diya will reveal her identity. Therefore, although the 

“secret-keeping power” has an influence on her, it is both a limitation and a driving force. 

 

On the other side, Sonia stared at the blushing witch with deep doubts in her heart. 

 

Before the last parting, the witch’s attitude towards the audience was an ordinary teammate 

relationship. Why is she suddenly so enthusiastic now? 



 

Since they did not meet in the virtual realm, the reason can only be internal or external. 

 

The internal reason is naturally the big change in the witch’s personality, and the external reason can 

only be… reality. 

 

In fact, it is also possible that the spectator and the witch left her to meet in the virtual world, but Sonia 

would not think about that at all. It’s not that she can’t imagine it, but if she thinks about it, she can’t 

imagine what she will do. 

 

It’s better if the witch gets too excited…she better be. 

 

Sonia suppressed her unhappiness, turned around and saw Ash looking around, she couldn’t help asking, 

“What are you looking for?” 

 

“Looking for our new teammate.” Ash looked around for a week and shouted, “Youlan Weisser!” 

 

“I’m here.” A soft and waxy voice sounded not far away. 

 

However, Jian Ji and the witch did not look at the newcomer, but stared at Ash in shock— 

 

Why do you call us the code name and her name! ? 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 543: Diya's association 

  



The genius remembers the address of this site in one second: [Luoqiu Chinese] https://The fastest 

update! No ads! 

 

“Nice to meet you. My name is Youlan Weisser.” 

 

Appearing in front of the three of them was a quiet girl wearing a small round hat, round-frame glasses 

on the bridge of her nose, and a trench coat. . . No wonder Yaxiu and the others didn’t notice her just 

now, she was really inconspicuous standing in the crowd. 

 

She looked a little introverted, clutching the notebook tightly with both hands, looking at the ground 

and saying, “It’s a great honor to join your team.” 

 

“I am a spectator, and the current team position is remote support, responsible for long-range killing, 

protection and treatment.” Yaxiu introduced: “This is Jian Ji, good at swordsmanship faction, proficient 

in melee outbreaks, and is the main output of the team; This is a witch, good at time and fist claw 

faction, positioning is control and interference.” 

 

Youlan Weisser was slightly startled, and then said: “I am a truth magician. The usual way of fighting is 

to first collect information on the enemy, and then choose the magic faction to use according to the 

enemy’s weakness. Well, it may sound arrogant. ,but I-” 

 

Yaxiu said, “You set up a miracle system with the Thousand Machines Magic Spirit as the core magic 

spirit? Then, with the more than 20 silver magic factions that you are proficient in, temporarily form a 

set of restrained play to fight?” 

 

Youlan Weisser lowered her head slightly, covering up the strange light in her eyes: “Yes, viewer, you 

summed it up very accurately, I’m still thinking about how to explain it, but I didn’t expect you to know 

my magic spirit and magic very well. French faction.” 

 

“Of course, I know the situation of the operators.” Yaxiu pondered: “It seems that you can be in charge 

of any position in the team, so let’s determine your tactical responsibilities through actual combat.” 

 

“so good.” 

 



“Ok?” 

 

“The division of labor in your team is so clear that you have already experienced many hardships and 

actual battles together.” Youlan Weisser looked envious: “You don’t have to go through the virtual 

world alone, you don’t have to face the enemy alone, you can hand over your back in the face of danger. 

Companion, you can chat and relax with your friends when you are tired…it’s really great.” Remember 

the website m.luoqiuxzw. com 

 

“Really, thank you very much the viewer for pulling me into this team.” She said earnestly, “I will try my 

best to contribute to the team! Senior Sword Girl, Senior Witch, and Captain Viewer, please give me 

more advice!” 

 

Sonia and Diya glanced at each other, and the other was humbled by this, so naturally they couldn’t 

keep their faces darkened. Although they were angry that Yaxiu brought in a newcomer without their 

consent, they also had to admit that this newcomer was indeed of great significance to the team. 

 

Truth faction! 

 

One of the most mysterious magic factions! 

 

Although mysterious means ancient, unlike swordsmanship and gunjutsu, new magic and new miracles 

are born every day, but mysterious also means unpredictable. The enemy may be wary of physical 

attacks such as swords, guns, and fists. They will pay attention to the energy attacks of fire, ice, wind 

and thunder, and they will pay attention to spiritual attacks such as the undead, but it is absolutely 

difficult to defend against the plots of fate, prophecy, truth, and time. If you can’t get in touch, how can 

you build a defense system? 

 

Not to mention that the newcomer is also proficient in more than 20 spell factions. This amount of 

knowledge alone will definitely play a major role in exploration. 

 

The most important thing is that, in the face of a genuine sanctuary magician’s flattery, it must be a lie 

to say that Sonia and Diya are not happy. 

 



They are now similar to Yaxiu, they are all mudblood magicians who have smuggled into the remote 

airspace, and the magic faction has not reached the level of the sanctuary at all! 

 

And the newcomer can open the door of truth to the remote airspace by herself. She has gone farther 

than them on the road of magicians! This doesn’t even include the fact that she studied the truth 

faction! 

 

However, she now timidly calls them ‘Senior Sword Princess’ and ‘Senior Witch’. Although Sonia and 

Deya are a little ashamed, they inevitably have a feeling of superiority like ‘The Sanctuary of Truth is my 

junior’ . 

 

Coupled with the fact that the new operator looks quiet and weak, it makes people want to protect 

them, and I really can’t hate it. 

 

But Sonia still remembers calling it: “Watcher, why do you call us all code names, but call her by name?” 

 

“I don’t know either.” Yaxiu spread his hands: “I draw… When I choose you, I can only see your code 

names, but she is the only one who is the real name. Wait, will Youlan Weisser not be a name, but also a 

name? A code name?” 

 

The quiet girl shook her head: “No, this is indeed my name. I don’t have a code name, maybe it’s 

because my features are not obvious, right? You see, Jian Ji is beautiful and heroic, as sharp and bright 

as a sword blade; witches are cute and changeable , is exactly the same as the code name. And I am 

more ordinary… If you are used to calling the code name, I can also take one.” 

 

“No.” Ash said, “We usually just call you Weisser.” 

 

“Okay.” Weisser didn’t seem to care either: “Then we—” 

 

“etc.” 

 

Diya suddenly raised her hand to interrupt the conversation, her expression was serious, her eyes 

wandered between Ash and Weisse, and she asked suddenly, “Watcher, can’t you tell your reality now?” 



 

Yaxiu was stunned and immediately reacted: “No, the contract on me has been terminated, I can tell 

you what happened in the past two months. But now is not the time to talk about these things, we have 

to start exploring the remote airspace—” 

 

“You can make a long story short, the key point is your current situation.” Dea paused: “For example, is 

there any danger, whoever you meet, etc.” 

 

Yaxiu thought about it, and briefly described what happened in the Gospel Kingdom in one minute, “…In 

order to solve the curse of blood on the body, I and others are hunting down the murderer named 

‘Silver Lamp’ on the land of Senluo. Although I encountered some troubles, but at least freedom is not 

restricted, and I don’t have to insist on hunting, since there is ancient technology to create the curse of 

blood, there are also relics and treasures to heal blood. You don’t have to stay in Senluo anymore.” 

 

Diya asked, “Who are the companions you are with?” 

 

“Necromancer, psychic, and a warrior who met in Senluo.” 

 

“The woman of the Martial Attendant?” 

 

Yaxiu hesitated for a moment: “Male… it should be.” 

 

Diya was still worried, she simply stopped pretending, and asked straight ball: “Do you think Youlan 

Weisser looks like the woman you have seen recently?” 

 

Both Ash and Wesser looked at each other in surprise, but Ash was just wondering why the witch asked 

such a question, while Wesser was shocked at how he was exposed. 

 

Because there is another world line’s “I” reminder, at the moment of being pulled into the virtual realm, 

Wesser established his own personality and completely cut himself off from the real self, in order to 

avoid being recognized by others. 

 



When Weisser saw the viewer, she immediately recognized that he was Ash Heath who was chasing 

her—when she was almost overtaken by the Sanctuary team in the food factory town two days ago, she 

saw that Ash was also wearing This dark red trench coat. 

 

According to the information provided by the ‘I’ in another world line, the viewer is completely unaware 

of the reality of his teammates, so as long as Weisser is well disguised, there is no risk of exposure. 

 

Having said that, it was still possible that it was a trap designed by Ash and the others to hunt her down, 

and Wesser wouldn’t trust the information of other worldlines. 

 

It was only when she saw the spectator team that Weisser made up her mind that she had to stay in this 

team even if it was a risk. 

 

A well-coordinated virtual world exploration team is too tempting for Wesser. Her magic system is 

extremely incompatible with the remote space. Before she formed a new system, her virtual world 

exploration was difficult, but she was in a state of flight in reality. Without the platform of the Four 

Pillars of God, she could Unable to collect the resources you need. 

 

But with this team, she can quickly get through the initial difficult period in the distant airspace. 

 

In addition, Visser is also very curious about Ash himself, after all, this kind of thing is no less than a 

miracle. Faced with this temptation, how could she, as a truth magician, not want to explore the secrets 

of this man? 

 

But she never imagined that even though she had perfected all the loopholes, she was still suspected—

and was still suspected by an unknown magician! 

 

prophecy? destiny? Or is it that the witch’s time faction has reached the level of looking into the future? 

 

And the reason why Diya doubts Wesser is also very simple – because she is the best example! 

 

She is not only the spectator’s teammate witch, but also Ash’s daughter Liz! 

 



When she saw Wesser, Deya wondered if she would have appeared in Ash’s real life. In particular, the 

other women who appeared beside Yaxiu were all key skeptics! 

 

But Deya didn’t notice that while she was staring at Weisse, Sonia was also staring at her thoughtfully. 

 

“I haven’t seen a few women recently.” Ash shook his head: “And how could I meet you in reality… 

Weisser, are you in Senluo country? Do you have an impression of me?” 

 

Facing their gazes, Wesser showed a blank expression, and shook his head after a moment of 

contemplation: “I should have never seen you, and I am not in the Senluo country. As for what country I 

am in… Because I am in a chaotic era with many forces. So I don’t know what my country is called, I 

usually use ‘this land’ to refer to the world.” 

 

Di Ya still doubted: “Aren’t you the Martial Attendant newly recognized by the audience?” 

 

“Witch.” Yaxiu had to explain: “Although Martial Attendant is a very strong person, he is not even a 

magician.” 

 

In this way, the newcomer is completely free of suspicion, and Diya is completely relieved, and takes the 

initiative to go over and hug Weisse’s arm: “Welcome to join us!” 

 

Seeing them laughing and giggling, Ya Xiu was also relieved. 

 

He was actually very nervous. After all, the new team members were sanctuary magicians, and all the 

sanctuary magicians he knew were full of arrogance and personality: Gerald the blood mad hunter, the 

elf patriarch Jeanna, the crying red cap Cleo Si… These sanctuary magicians are just ordinary sanctuaries, 

while Youlan Weiser is the sanctuary of truth! 

 

For example, the Ordinary Sanctuary is a full score in the ordinary college entrance examination 

subjects, while the Sanctuary of Truth is a full score in the competition subject, and it can almost 

guarantee a legendary magician! 

 

If Yaxiu can compete with perfect score in high school, he will definitely be too arrogant. 



 

If the new operator wants to compete for the dominance of the team, or if his personality is a little more 

sharp, Ash doubts whether he can lead the team well. 

 

I just didn’t expect to draw a super good card this time. The new operator is not only strong, but also 

gentle and humble. Using a girlfriend as an analogy, that is, a good family background, a high education, 

a beautiful chest, and a gentle and considerate only love you— If you encounter it in reality, it is either 

cheating money or selling tea, but this is drawn by drawing a card, maybe her company occasionally has 

a conscience. 

 

“I want to know more about your experience in the gospel kingdom.” 

 

Ash turned his head and saw Jian Ji standing beside him. 

 

He replied: “Although it was only a few dozen days, it was also a very tortuous adventure, and I couldn’t 

finish it in a few words.” 

 

“It doesn’t matter, you talk slowly, I will listen slowly.” Sonia said: “The college league is over, and I won 

the first place in Meteor Tribulation. Next is the school summer vacation, and I have a lot of time.” 

 

“Then I’ll tell you about it sometime.” Ash smiled: “But you also have to tell me about your Meteor 

Tribulation journey to win the championship – if only I could see your handsome appearance at the 

scene.” 

 

“There’s nothing to see at the scene. I won a thrilling victory, and I was all tattered.” Sonia pulled her 

hair behind her ear: “If you want to see it, just look at me now, and you can watch it anytime.” 

 

Yaxiu: “Even if it’s tattered, it must be so handsome that the stars will notice.” 

 

Jian Ji tilted her head and winked at him, “Then make an appointment?” 

 

“It’s an appointment.” Ash said, “I just don’t know when I’ll have this kind of free time.” 



 

“There will be, for example, we can find a peaceful dream, sit down at the bar inside, listen to me tell 

me how I defeated the Sanctuary Warlock in the Meteor Tribulation arena, I listen to you tell about your 

wonderful experience in the Gospel …” 

 

“…and the story between you and the hostess An Nan.” 

 

Looking at the ‘Sincerity’ magic spirit in Jian Ji’s hand, Yaxiu suddenly felt that the magician should work 

hard to explore in the virtual world, not to be lazy. 

 

So he clapped his hands and said, “Okay, it’s time to explore the virtual realm!” 

 

Diya looked around for a week: “Have you prepared transportation?” 

 

“You are exploring the virtual realm and there is still transportation?” Weisser was really shocked, UU 

reading www.uukanshu. com Are you guys here to explore or to mate? 

 

“We don’t have transportation this time,” Ash said. “However, we have a more powerful help than 

transportation—a treasure trove of dreams!” 

 

Saying that, Yaxiu was activated, and three phantoms of collections appeared in front of everyone! 

Chapter 544: The strongest operator 

  

The latest website: “Aurora’s Dream Treasure House”! 

 

When Yaxiu opened the virtual world map, this new system popped up first. What appeared in the eyes 

of everyone now were a pair of gloves, a small coffin, and a ruby necklace. 

 

“Silver Collection Ogre Gloves: Increases the strength of both hands by 100%.” 

 



“Silver Collection·The Coffin of Magic Spirits: Put any magic spirit with three wings or less in this coffin, 

which will intimidate other magic spirits you have and increase the crit rate of resonance. The one-wing 

magic spirit increases the crit rate by 10%, and the second wing is 20%. %, three wings 40%.” 

 

“Golden Collection · Crimson Blessing: Provides sanctuary protection for the magician. When 

encountering external damage, the sanctuary is automatically triggered for 3 seconds, with a 10-second 

cooldown. When carried, it will continue to increase the magician’s space faction experience.” 

 

“These are…” Weisser looked at the light emitted by these collections, and there was a desire for light in 

his eyes. As they gazed at the collection, information about the collection flowed into their minds. 

 

The truth magician reached out his hand subconsciously, but immediately retracted, and calmly 

analyzed: “It’s not a magic spirit, it’s not a miracle, it’s closer to the fantasy creations that seal miracles… 

But how did you bring the fantasy creations into the virtual realm, and let them continue to take effect 

of?” 

 

“Hum, it’s amazing! But it’s just a little bit of our team’s insignificant strength, and it’s not worth being 

surprised at all!” Di Ya said old-fashioned, as if she was not the one who saw the sports car drop her jaw. 

 

Sonia looked at the ruby necklace and asked, “This is a gift?” 

 

“No, this is the help we can get this night.” Ash said, “Because it’s the first time I’ve used the Treasure 

Treasure of Dreams, so everything is groping… According to the rules of the Treasure Treasure, we start 

every night with Three collections can be obtained, and then every time we break a certain number of 

fantasy bubbles, we can get new collections, and the types of collections are random – in addition to 

gold and silver, there are more powerful colorful collections!” 

 

“According to the current information, the silver collection is only a slight increase in strength. The 

golden collection can greatly reduce the difficulty of the battle, and the colored collection seems to be 

able to change the quality of combat power, making our combat power infinitely close to the limit of the 

three wings.” 

 

“But now there are three collections,” Di Ya counted the heads: “And we have four people, how to 

divide them?” 

 



“Speaking of this, there is one more resource to be allocated.” Ash said: “I have two bottles of Lightless 

Sanctuary Potion, which allows users to directly complete the construction of the Sanctuary. Coupled 

with this golden collection ‘Crimson Blessing’, At least three people will gain the ability to explore the 

virtual world tonight.” 

 

Weisser was a little surprised: “Did you not build a sanctuary?” 

 

“We smuggled into the remote airspace through the colorful tail.” Yaxiu said calmly: “We only 

experienced the first Fenghuaxueyue co-ordination forbidden instrument ten days ago, and the space 

factions are not proficient. Naturally, it is still far away from the sanctuary.” 

 

“Also?” Sonia noticed this: “Visser, did you just become a sanctuary magician not long ago?” 

 

Speaking of this, Wesser gave a wry smile and shook his head: “I have been climbing the remote 

airspace for several months.” 

 

“Even a sanctuary can’t build a sanctuary in a few months?” Yaxiu stammered. He thought that a 

sanctuary would basically be able to master basic work skills within a month of joining the job, but he 

didn’t expect the probation period to be quite long. 

 

“According to the information I have found, the Sanctuary Warlock can enter the space faction after an 

average of five times the Harmony of the Wind, Flowers, Snow and Moon Synchronization Forbidden 

Instruments. If you have talent, it can be shortened to three times.” Sonia said: “The forbidden 

instrument is harmful to the magician’s soul. It’s not big, and it only takes half a month to rest, and with 

the increase of faction experience, the soul damage will become lower and lower, so most magicians can 

build a sanctuary within three months.” 

 

“A normal magician is three months, but I am far more than that.” Weisser smiled bitterly: “Because of 

the secret poison, my soul is much more fragile than ordinary magicians.” 

 

Yaxiu recalled her information: “Is it the magic mirror dragon secret poison?” 

 



Weisser nodded slightly, although she had some expectations in her heart, but her fear of Yaxiu 

deepened a lot – magic, miracle, secret poison, magic faction, and even her real name, she was almost 

transparent in Yaxiu’s eyes. 

 

It would be fine if Yaxiu was a stranger who never met her in his life, but he was a chasing after him. 

Once he was exposed… At this moment, Weisser even regretted why he used dragon blood. The 

cultivation system has provoked this inexplicable enemy. 

 

But in the next second, Weisser suppressed those weak thoughts in her heart. 

 

Don’t be afraid, fear will only make the enemy stronger and make yourself weaker. 

 

Don’t run away, running away means giving up hope and giving up benefits. 

 

Reality is only an illusion for a moment, so fate is empty; imaginary is the eternal future, so truth is 

allowed. 

 

This is not a crisis, but an opportunity. 

 

The line between hunter and prey is always blurred. 

 

There were countless thoughts in my heart, but Wesser’s expression did not reveal the slightest clue, 

and continued: “The magic mirror dragon poison makes my soul recovery speed and soul defense ability 

are far below the average level. I die once in the virtual realm, and the recovery time is It is three to four 

times that of an ordinary magician. After experiencing the forbidden ritual of synchronicity a few 

months ago, I have only recovered my soul. I need at least one more forbidden ritual to build a 

sanctuary, but then I have to rest again. months.” 

 

“Is there only a secret poison with negative effects?” Ash said, “Is that secret poison information 

important? Does it help us explore the virtual realm?” 

 

Weisser shook his head: “It’s just information about the Mirror Dragon, but it’s almost impossible for us 

to meet the Mirror Dragon in the virtual world.” 



 

Yaxiu: “Then see if you can be infected with the Golden Fish Secret Poison and the Colorful Tail Secret 

Poison.” 

 

Sure enough, although Weisser was surprised, she was still unable to infect these two secret poisons, 

just like the original witch. For a greedy and suspicious creature like a magician, unless you see it with 

your own eyes, it is impossible to completely believe the information spoken by others, especially the 

truth magician. 

 

Selfless trust is the most precious luxury of a magician. 

 

“In other words, the four of us don’t have a sanctuary, but there are only three items that can build a 

sanctuary…” 

 

“No, don’t think about me.” Di Ya said, “I can already build a sanctuary.” 

 

As if afraid that they would not believe it, Diya raised her hand slightly, and the rising transparent 

sanctuary included both her and Yaxiu. 

 

“You can build a sanctuary with only one forbidden ritual!?” Yaxiu was shocked: “Your spatial talent is 

almost comparable to that of an orc!” 

 

“It’s amazing!” Wesser exclaimed, “Senior witch is really talented!” 

 

“Hee hee.” Di Ya was a little embarrassed. In fact, she did not rely on talent at all, but the omnipotence 

and omnipotence of the ‘Gospel’ god, to forcefully enter the space faction. 

 

Although the Gospel spirit is a sharp blade hanging over her head, it is also an inexhaustible treasure. 

She can now enter a state of omniscience and omnipotence for 60 seconds a day. In this state, she can 

greatly advance the realm of existing factions – even deep learning of factions she has never 

understood, such as Fate Prophecy, but the efficiency between the two can reach a thousand times. 

million times. 

 



For example, the space faction has some basics due to the ban on rituals, and can successfully get 

started in a few days, while the fate faction may take a whole year to get to the edge. 

 

Sonia stared blankly at the witch and then at Weisse, bowing her head, not knowing what she was 

thinking. 

 

“Then we’ll be divided, two bottles of the Lightless Sanctuary Potion, a crimson blessing.” Ash said: “But 

the Lightless Sanctuary Potion has a disadvantage, that is, it will not increase the realm of the faction, 

but directly complete the Holy Land. Domain construction… The Fenghuaxueyue Synchronization 

Forbidden Instrument is to help us hone the entry space faction, skip this step, you may not be able to 

enter in this life.” 

 

“Crimson’s blessing does not have this shortcoming, and it will also help increase the faction experience. 

It is a novice gift specially prepared for the new sanctuary.” 

 

He paused and took out two bottles of potions: “I don’t care about the faction realm, I drink one potion, 

as for the other potion…” 

 

“Weisser, you are in a hurry to build a sanctuary, come and drink.” 

 

Weisser had no objection. Just as he was about to reach out to take the medicine, someone suddenly 

grabbed his wrist. 

 

It’s Jian Ji. 

 

“I’ll drink it.” Sonia said: “My talent is basically reflected in swordsmanship, even if I wear the crimson 

blessing tonight, I may not be able to enter the space faction, but Weisser is proficient in more than 20 

magic spell factions. , her talent is much stronger than mine, and she will definitely be able to build a 

sanctuary with this collection.” 

 

Weisser looked at her in surprise. Although Jian Ji’s words suddenly sounded reasonable, no matter how 

she thought about it, the blessing of the crimson was better than the medicine of the Lightless 

Sanctuary, and she herself was even more greedy for this golden treasure. Although there is also the 

possibility of taking the collection but not being able to enter the space faction, but the big deal is to 



experience the forbidden ritual again. Jian Ji has not been infected with the magic mirror dragon secret 

poison, and can enter the virtual realm in at most half a month. 

 

The spectator’s approach is obviously to give priority to taking care of the old man. Weisser also thinks it 

is reasonable. Why does Jian Ji refuse? 

 

Yaxiu was also a little surprised. He beckoned and followed Jian Ji to the side, and asked, “Are you 

serious? Do you know the importance of space factions?” 

 

“Well.” Sonia nodded: “But if I fail to build a sanctuary, I will have to go through the forbidden ritual 

tomorrow night.” 

 

“Then go through it. This is the trial that the magician has to go through. We just took a shortcut and 

skipped it.” 

 

“After experiencing the death of forbidden ritual, I can’t enter the virtual realm for many days…” 

 

“What’s the point of this?” Ash smiled and said, “Let’s not mention that I have the “Blazing Soul Essence 

Special Drink” which can help you recover faster, and you also said that the more space experience you 

have, the less soul damage you will have. Recover in a few days. Isn’t it worth it to spend this time 

getting started with space factions? ” 

 

“But I’m not the witch Weisser and the others. My spatial talent is not high.” Sonia touched the hilt of 

the sword, feeling a little uneasy: “It may take four or five times, or even six or seven times to get 

started…” 

 

“Then six or seven times, it will take a month or two at most.” Ash said: “What are you in a hurry?” 

 

The head of the Claw Claw Club didn’t speak, UU Reading www.uukanshu.com just raised his head and 

looked at him with wide eyes and pouting. 

 



Yaxiu thought about it for a moment and thought about it: “Now there are new players joining, and you 

are absent on the other hand, so you are afraid that the new players will take your place and make your 

status in the team drop.” 

 

In fact, it’s not difficult to understand Jian Ji’s concerns. It’s just like you often cheat with other people, 

and suddenly you can’t go online. After a few days, you find that they have found a new hacker, and you 

become an outsider who can’t fit in. . 

 

“You said it before,” Sonia said faintly: “The position of an operator in your heart is related to strength.” 

 

“Really? Did I say such a thing?” Ash blinked: “Well, I still think so now.” 

 

“so…” 

 

As soon as Ash took it, the crimson blessing appeared in his hand. He put on a necklace for the other 

party and said with a smile: “If you don’t even start the space faction, how can you become the 

strongest operator?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 545: affix 

  

The latest website: Although it is unbelievable, it is true that Deya has the highest demand for strength. 

Her ‘aquatic line’ miracle is an extension of the fist claw faction. Focusing on skill and speed, Deia took 

the “Ogre Gloves”. 

 

Anyone can take the “Coffin of the Magic Spirit”, but since Asu was obsessed with the Sword Princess, 

he gave this collection to Wesser. 

 



Drinking two bottles of the Lightless Sanctuary Potion, Ash and Wesser can consume mana to condense 

the Sanctuary. But how to put it, unlike magic spirits and miracles, the Lightless Sanctuary is like a black 

box. Yaxiu does not understand the principle of operation at all, only that input magic power can raise 

the Sanctuary. 

 

Unless they enter the space faction in the future, the Sanctuary can only stay at this primary stage. 

 

Now everyone is ready, and officially start exploring the virtual realm! 

 

“…Although that’s what you said,” Ash looked around the surrounding streets: “But how did you explore 

the remote airspace?” 

 

“Discover the characteristics of the world and summarize the corresponding affixes!” 

 

Sonia, who had checked countless information, immediately said: “Each fantasy bubble has different 

affixes. If the magician wants to obtain knowledge, magic spirit, magic power or other resources, he 

must find a way to find these affixes!” 

 

Unlike the Sea of Knowledge and the Time Continent, after no need to assess the “road” of the 

magician, the remote airspace proposes a new assessment indicator for the magician: study the world. 

 

“Although dream bubbles are based on reality, because of the different dream owners, the laws of the 

world of each dream bubble will be distorted accordingly, such as water flowing to high places, bugs 

under the sky, and people shedding pink or green blood…” Sonny Ya said: “As long as the magician 

discovers the distorted law and sums up the corresponding affixes, he can steal the power of the fantasy 

bubble.” 

 

“If all the affixes in the dream bubble are summed up, it will be completely stagnant, and there is no 

need to worry about it suddenly bursting. The dream bubble will not disappear until all the magicians 

leave.” 

 

“Then how can we discover the characteristics of the world?” Ash looked at the surrounding town 

buildings: “Do you want to study it slowly?” 

 



“There are generally two ways. The first is to rely on the detection of miracles to quickly identify the 

difference between the fantasy bubble and the real world.” Sonia said: “But this efficiency is very low, 

because many affixes do not take effect on the external environment, but It acts on the magician and 

even the magic spirit. And the second kind…” 

 

“It’s just sabotage.” Deya pulled out the aquatic line: “In the dream bubble, in addition to these passers-

by, there are virtual creatures and magician projections. As long as we destroy them, we can force them 

out and defeat them, we can explode the affix information. ” 

 

“Hey?” 

 

Yaxiu was taken aback, and looked at the clerk who was busy in the bakery not far away: “Is this bad?” 

 

“What’s wrong?” 

 

Weisser suddenly stretched out his hand and pushed the young man passing by. The young man was 

pushed down, but he didn’t look at them at all, but immediately stood up and continued walking. 

 

“This is just a dream. Everyone is a meaningless projection. Maybe the dream will shatter in the next 

second and everything will disappear.” Weisser said: “In a dream, fate is empty and truth is allowed. 

That airspace is not only for us to understand the boundlessness of space, but also for us to understand 

the bubble of fantasy, and the magician who cannot overcome this point cannot continue to move 

forward.” 

 

In other words, everyone is just an NPC… Yaxiu exhaled, clenched the long sword and said, “I see, is 

there anything else to pay attention to?” 

 

“By the way,” Diya said suddenly: “The first dream bubble that our magician comes to is basically a 

peaceful scene, that is, people around will not show malice to the magician. But there are many 

dangerous scenes, once the magician behaves It has to be out of tune with the surroundings, and it will 

wake up the virtual creatures and cause battles.” 

 

“Even if it’s a peaceful scene, if we stay here for too long, it may attract the attack of the virtual 

creatures-” 



 

boom! 

 

On the second floor of the building behind them, a violent dragon covered in lava scales exploded, 

smashing at them! 

 

At the same time, the cloaked man passing by suddenly aimed at them and stretched out his palm, 

instantly evacuating the air around them to create a vacuum trap to trap them inside, and a transparent 

barrier was raised around the cloaked man! 

 

Molten Scale Slashing Dragon! The mature mutant of Zhanyulong, each scale can cause a small 

explosion, if it is shaved by the tail, it will be a double crit of explosion and cutting! 

 

Wind Art Sanctuary! Although the vacuum trap created by evacuating the air can only limit them for a 

moment, but with the interval of these few breaths, the Wind Art Sanctuary can set up a Lingchi wind 

field that will cut them thousands of pieces… No, Yaxiu and others were surprised to find that , Although 

the Wind Technique Sanctuary only evacuated the air in the area, the airflow that was poured back 

actually cut their souls like a sharp blade! 

 

If they hadn’t been able to open the sanctuary, just this one shot would kill them! 

 

In an instant, the magician team was in a desperate situation! 

 

Even though Yaxiu expected to meet a sanctuary-level enemy in the distant airspace, he did not expect 

such a ferocious attack! 

 

But this is normal. The two-winged magician may not be good at fighting. After all, the Time Continent 

can still skip classes. They can only absorb the magic power and not trouble the gregarious creatures. 

 

However, from the mechanism of the remote airspace, it can be seen that there is no shortcut to skip 

classes here. If the sanctuary practitioner wants to obtain the resources of the remote airspace, he must 

kill the fantasy bubble! 

 



After such a high-intensity battle, Sanctuary Warlocks are all tactical weapons without exception! 

 

Therefore, the projection of the magician who stayed in the remote airspace is naturally a sanctuary 

thug! 

 

Compared to Yaxiu, who was not ready yet, others had already expected it. 

 

Weisser’s notebook suddenly opened automatically. She had already given herself a mental hint that 

once she was attacked by an unforeseen curse, she would immediately activate the defensive miracle in 

the notebook. 

 

The miracle of truth with illusion as the core magic spirit – “nothing happens”! 

 

The moment it was activated, she was no longer attracted to the vacuum trap, and after a moment of 

hesitation, she also cast this miracle on Yaxiu and the others. 

 

That’s the power of “Nothing Happens”: this miracle gives the illusion that nothing has been affected at 

all! Not only can it invalidate most external influences, it can even deceive death, and it can act normally 

when mortally wounded! 

 

In the food factory town two days ago, she stepped into the trap of the psychic, and was killed by the 

crow and found an opportunity to penetrate her heart. If it weren’t for the death protection of “nothing 

happens”, she would have died there! 

 

With the help of “Nothing Happened”, Sonia quickly stood firm and took the initiative to face the 

smashed Molten Scale Dragon, with threads of water flowing around her. 

 

Miracle · Meteor Tribulation! 

 

When the Molten Scale Slashing Dragon touches the silk thread, the hidden hand blade that strikes 

across space will split it in half! 

 



At the same time, Diya pulled towards the Wind Art Sanctuary, and the aquatic thread tied the latter in 

an instant! 

 

In this team, Diya’s magic system is the most complete – she is the queen of the gospel kingdom, and 

the resources of the entire kingdom are used by her! 

 

In the past few days, Diya has carefully assembled a set of magic spirits for herself. Although the main 

attack method is still the aquatic line, there are three more core magic spirits: ‘Witness’, ‘Soul Soul’ and 

‘Zhankong’ . 

 

The ‘witness’ spell allows any of her miracles to strike along the line of sight, so she doesn’t need to pop 

the aquatic thread at all now, as long as the enemy is within her line of sight, the aquatic thread will 

shoot from the enemy’s eye socket, mouth, earlobe, heart Wait for the part to grow! 

 

The ‘Soul Soul’ magic spirit has a strong suppressive effect on the soul body, which is manifested as 

dizziness, blindness, sluggishness, inability to think, and so on. In reality, this magic spirit may be useless, 

after all, the magician still has the protection of the body, but in the virtual world, this magic spirit is a 

well-deserved killer! 

 

The ‘Zhankong’ magic spirit gives Diya a way to cut through the sanctuary, and with the help of ‘witness’ 

and ‘soul-suppression’, she has a way to instantly subdue a sanctuary magician’s projection! 

 

Although they are not magic spirits of the mysterious faction, ‘witness’, ‘soul-suppression’, and 

‘zhankong’ are extremely precious even in Yisu’s treasury, causing a qualitative change in Diya’s combat 

power – her attack range is even greater than that of gunsmiths Far, the destructive power is stronger 

than that of a swordsman! 

 

Coupled with the acceleration of the time magic, she can shred all enemies in an instant! 

 

boom! 

 

chap! 

 



As soon as Yaxiu came back to his senses, the Molten Scales and Dragon Slaying had already been split 

into two parts, and the Wind Technique Sanctuary was even worse. The stir-fried lala fat that Yaxiu ate 

today was more complete than his. 

 

After a while, the Molten Scale Slashing Dragon turned into a light smoke and dissipated, leaving behind 

an experience orb and a two-winged magic spirit. The Wind Magic Sanctuary actually only lost the 

magician’s manual – the explosion rate here is probably very low. 

 

However, Yaxiu and the others did not immediately collect the spoils, but looked at the words at both 

ends of the light smoke: 

 

“Everything is Unstoppable” 

 

“Goose feathers can cut through steel” 

 

“This is the hint left by the imaginary creature.” Sonia said: “We have to analyze the real affix of this 

dream bubble from these hints. If the hint is not enough, we have to continue to find other imaginary 

creatures in this dream. —” 

 

“It’s space.” 

 

Weisser suddenly said: “The vacuum trap just now can only limit our movements, but the airflow can 

hurt us. I’m still wondering if it’s a miracle… Now it seems that it is the influence of the affix.” 

 

“All the impacts of this world will cause space cutting effects.” 

 

call. 

 

It was like stepping back in time, the damage caused by the battle just now was restored to its original 

state, and the passers-by who were torn apart by the aftermath of the battle were also resurrected 

intact, and everyone continued to operate as if nothing had happened. 

 



Only a piece of information flows into the minds of the magicians. 

 

“The trajectory of the sky: the glass cannon is a thing of the past, and now it is the glass space 

annihilation cannon, all attacks can penetrate space.” 

 

“Affix recognition bonus: a small amount of space faction experience, a small amount of mana.” 

 

“Limited affix privilege: Your next attack will definitely trigger the trajectory of the sky.” 

 

Yaxiu and the others looked at the little colorful virtual wings condensed on their backs, and finally 

understood the way to explore the remote airspace – kill! 

 

Kill all fantasy bubbles, kill all world affixes! 

 

In the first and second layers of the virtual world, magic power can be obtained through travel, but in 

the third floor, if you do not recognize the world affix, you cannot even condense magic power! If you 

used to be a migrant worker with a basic salary and still fishing, then now you are a freelance creator 

who is rich and frugal! 

 

Even if you are a dead house sanctuary, when you can fully condense the colorful wings, you will 

definitely become a tactical weapon that has experienced countless affixes. 

 

Yaxiu sighed: “I still prefer the leisurely exploration method of Time Continent.” 

 

“Yeah!” Di Ya nodded again and again: “Every dream bubble is different, and I feel that the distant 

airspace will be very tiring.” 

 

“The road to a magician is getting harder and harder,” Sonia couldn’t help saying. 

 

Weisser looked at these **** and sighed, thinking that it would take a long time to fight the attack just 

now in another sanctuary, and you won’t complain that it’s not easy enough to win so easily, so she 

couldn’t help asking: “You guys are in time. Is the battle on the mainland easier than just now?” 



 

Yaxiu: “We have a car in the Time Continent, which can kill the projection of the magician.” 

 

Sonia: “There are also many imaginary creatures killed.” 

 

Diya: “It’s not like Commander Heroic Soul has never been killed.” 

 

Weisser: “Are you talking about vehicles or weapons of war?” 

 

“Actually, it’s almost like a weapon of war,” Ash said. “If I continue to upgrade that sports car…” 

 

“It is not difficult to pierce the Heroic Soul Legion frontally.” 

 

…… 

 

… 

 

Void Realm, Time Continent. 

 

With the tire friction sound of sudden braking, the UU reading www.uukanshu.com sports car drew a 

donut arc and stopped. The front end of the sports car is a ferocious blade full of blood, and the rear 

end of the sports car is thick with poisonous fog. Next to the sports car, there is a battlefield full of 

corpses. 

 

With the last charge, the shaky purple figure was knocked out again, and the Veela in the sports car 

stood up and observed: “It seems to be dead.” 

 

“Really dead?” Blood Saint Clan asked: “That’s the heroic commander! The first natural disaster in the 

Time Continent! My teacher told me not to approach the despair!” 

 



“But he even lost his shoes, and the magic spirit also burst out.” Zi Moth said, “We…” 

 

“It’s really just this car that crushed the entire Heroic Soul Legion.” 

 

Title: Global Games: Inheriting the Super-God-level Civilization at the Beginning 

 

Author: Become enlightened overnight. 

 

Introduction: Data streaming interstellar war, starting to inherit the legacy of super god-level civilization, 

a universe in the palm of your hand. 

Chapter 546: color collection 

 

“A magician who initially builds a sanctuary can probably pass through two dream bubbles every night; a 

senior sanctuary like me who masters the high-level miracles of Yaocai can only cross at most ten dream 

bubbles every night, usually six.” 

 

“Hey? Why? Sister Trozan, you are so powerful that you can spend at least five hours in the virtual 

realm, that is, half an hour to spend a dream bubble?” 

 

“Yes, because of the battle of the fantasy bubble, you have been with you before. 

 

Sonia confirmed that something serious happened to her several days ago. 

 

It was the night of the Meteor Tribulation. She went to the Secret Garden with the Claw Club to 

celebrate all night. Even Professor Trozan and Professor Nidala took the time to come and have a few 

drinks with her. There are more people who she is related to, or who simply look forward to her, and 

even representatives of the Chamber of Commerce came to negotiate. Sonia skillfully used social skills, 

and her high-quality contacts expanded tenfold overnight. 

 

Sonia confirmed that something serious happened to her several days ago. 

 



It was the night of the Meteor Tribulation. She went to the Secret Garden with the Claw Club to 

celebrate all night. Even Professor Trozan and Professor Nidala took the time to come and have a few 

drinks with her. There are more people who she is related to, or who simply look forward to her, and 

even representatives of the Chamber of Commerce came to negotiate. Sonia skillfully used social skills, 

and her high-quality contacts expanded tenfold overnight. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 549: unpalatable fish 

  

Although we only teamed up for one night, Wesser’s ability has been recognized by everyone. 

 

Not to mention anything else, just because she was the first to guess the affixes every time, her effect 

on the team exceeded that of the spectators. Not to mention that she also has thousands of magic 

spirits that can adapt to changes and a variety of magic factions, which can handle almost any special 

situation. 

 

In the sixth bubble, if it wasn’t for her temporarily changing wind art and sound art, Ash and the others 

would not be able to clear the level. 

 

even if 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 550: Steal the sect 

  

Beyond the area, the base of the underground building. 

 



“Not only the present, but also the future.” 

 

Looking at the revelation of the foam condensing on the mirror, Igula thought for a while, and after 

rinsing his mouth, he wiped off the foam, and left the room with a waterproof satchel. 

 

When he came to the bath floor on the 51st floor, the fraud master saw two companions already 

soaking in the small bath at the old place, so he sat down and said, “Where’s Tamashi?” 

 

“He’s not a magician, 


